Abstract-Petascale molecular dynamics simulations provide a powerful tool for probing the dynamics of cellular processes at atomic and nanosecond resolution not achievable by experimental methods alone. Extraction of details about the dynamics of biomolecules from terabytes of simulation output requires powerful user-extensible molecular analysis and visualization tools. Petascale simulation trajectories are so large that it is now necessary to perform many analysis and visualization tasks formerly handled by off-site computational facilities in-place on the supercomputer itself. We report ongoing progress on porting, tuning, and scaling up the popular molecular visualization and analysis program VMD on the NSF Blue Waters petascale supercomputer. We describe key achievements including algorithmic and memory efficiency improvements, hand-vectorization of key CPU algorithms, new and improved GPU analysis and visualization algorithms, and parallel I/O performance results. We evaluate the performance of VMD for user-developed analysis scripts with the TIMELINE trajectory analysis tool in VMD. Finally, we describe the unique capabilities provided by the Cray XK7 GPU-accelerated compute partition of Blue Waters.
I. INTRODUCTION
All diseases, infectious, genetic, or otherwise, arise from the disruption of biological processes at the molecular level. Molecular dynamics simulations provide a powerful tool for probing the dynamics of cellular processes at atomic and nanosecond resolution not achievable by experimental methods alone. The combination of high-quality experimental structure information with state-of-the-art computer simulations provides detailed quantitative information and high fidelity visualization of the inner workings of biomolecular complexes and entire cells. Petascale supercomputers help bridge the gap between available computing power and experimental data, enabling studies of very large biomolecular systems such as the HIV virus in all-atom detail [1] . Extraction of valuable atomic level details about the dynamics of biomolecules from terabytes of simulation output requires powerful userextensible molecular visualization and analysis tools such as those provided in the software package VMD [2] , [3] .
VMD was one of the very first molecular modeling applications to employ Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) for general purpose scientific computations [4] . GPUs have become an effective tool for acceleration of a wide variety of computationally demanding molecular modeling applications [4] - [9] , and these successes have contributed to the use of GPUs in the top performing supercomputers in the world. The Blue Waters petascale supercomputer at U. Illinois 1 is one of the most recent to incorporate GPUs to improve peak performance, 1 URL: http://www.ncsa.illinois.edu/BlueWaters/ as well as price/performance and performance/watt ratios [10] . Blue Waters is an ideal target platform for large scale molecular visualization and analysis tasks because it is composed of both Cray XE6 (CPU-only) and heterogeneous Cray XK7 (GPU-accelerated) compute nodes, allowing users to run jobs on nodes with the most appropriate mix of processors and memory capacity for the task at hand.
Over the past year we have adapted VMD for execution on Blue Waters, using a hybrid computational approach that combines shared memory multithreading, GPU acceleration, and distributed memory message passing with MPI. To facilitate parallelization of existing VMD analysis scripts the Tcl and Python scripting engines in VMD have been extended with parallel primitives for work distribution, synchronization, and collective operations of various kinds. In this paper we describe the challenges involved in achieving high performance at both the individual node-level using CPU vectorization and GPU-acceleration features, and collectively for large analysis jobs that typically involve large amounts of I/O. We present our solutions for heterogeneous work scheduling and error handling, and describe the ease-of-use benefits that result from maintaining compatibility between the interactive workstation versions of VMD and the batch mode MPI version on Blue Waters. We describe the ongoing adaptation of VMD to exploit the unique capabilities of the Blue Waters Cray XK7 GPU compute nodes for high performance visualization through GPU-accelerated OpenGL rasterization and ray tracing capabilities not found on other petascale supercomputers.
II. BLUE WATERS SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Blue Waters is a hybrid machine composed of Cray XE6 (traditional CPU-only) and XK7 (hybrid GPU-accelerated) compute nodes attached to a high performance Cray Gemini network, and high performance Sonexion storage systems based on the Lustre parallel filesystem. The initial production machine configuration used for the performance tests presented in this paper consisted of 237 Cray XE6 cabinets (45,280 AMD Opteron 6276 16-core CPUs achieving 7.1 petaflops peak), and 32 XK7 cabinets (3,072 AMD Opteron 6276 CPUs and 3,072 NVIDIA Tesla K20X GPUs achieving 4.5 petaflops peak). The XE6 nodes consist of two AMD Opteron "Interlagos" 6276 CPUs, each containing 16 integer cores sharing 8 floating point units, equipped with 64 GB of memory. The XK7 nodes contain one AMD Opteron 6276 CPU and 32 GB of RAM, paired with an attached NVIDIA Tesla K20X "Kepler" GPU accelerator with 6 GB of RAM. In addition to accelerating numerically intensive data-parallel code, the Blue Waters system software also allows the XK7 Tesla K20X GPUs be used for hardware-accelerated OpenGL rasterization.
Blue Waters provides 22 PB of scratch storage on 1,440 Lustre Object Storage Targets (OSTs), 2.2 PB of shared project storage on 144 OSTs, and 2.2 PB of home directory storage on 144 OSTs. The scratch filesystem provides up to 1 TB/sec of usable storage bandwidth [11] , [12] . Large scale and long term data storage is provided by a 380 PB near-line High Performance Storage System (HPSS), composed of 244 tape drives with robotic access to tens of thousands of tapes.
At the time of this writing, the XK7 partition of Blue Waters is being upgraded, adding 1,152 XK7 nodes for a new total of 4,224 XK7 nodes that will achieve 6.2 petaflops peak (combined CPU and GPU performance). The original XK7 partition configuration contained no XIO (LNET) I/O nodes. The new configuration will add 96 XIO (LNET) nodes within the XK7 partition to improve I/O performance for GPUaccelerated jobs. The new machine configuration will change the torus dimensions for the XK7 partition from 8 × 8 × 24 to 15 × 6 × 24, and full system torus dimensions will change from 23 × 24 × 24 to 24 × 24 × 24. The changes to the torus dimensions for the XK7 partition and the full system are expected to improve performance in some cases.
III. MPI PARALLELIZATION OVERVIEW
Over the past two years we have adapted VMD for parallel execution within MPI in anticipation of the need to perform large scale analysis and visualization tasks on the trajectories resulting from petascale molecular dynamics simulation. A new MPI-based VMD parallel initialization code path adjusts the behavior of internal software modules and scripting interpreters so that they don't interfere with the correct operation of MPI, and reduces redundant per-node console output that would otherwise be generated during large parallel VMD jobs. The scripting interfaces in VMD have been extended with new commands that provide mechanisms for synchronization between MPI ranks, collective operations for broadcasting and gathering data, and easy-to-use mechanisms for implementing user-defined parallel reductions within analysis scripts. Many VMD analysis and visualization tasks involve processing data sets that can be parallelized most naturally by decomposing them in time and/or by their molecular structure, e.g. by trajectory frames, or by protein residue index. We have also implemented scripting interfaces for dynamic work scheduling among MPI ranks, making it much easier for researchers to develop customized data-parallel analysis scripts.
The system software on the Blue Waters Cray XE6/XK7 provides a great deal of flexibility in the way that MPI jobs can be mapped onto nodes, including mapping of multiple MPI ranks onto each node. In many cases the memory capacity of the Blue Waters compute nodes places limits on what mappings of MPI ranks to nodes are usable for a given VMD analysis or visualization task. The assignment of one MPI rank per node allows the full memory capacity of each node to be utilized by each VMD instance, offering users the greatest flexibility in terms of the range of molecular structure sizes and number of trajectory time steps that can be loaded on a compute node. The 32 GB memory capacity of the XK7 nodes has been sufficient for common visualization and analysis tasks on systems as large as 64 million atoms [1] , however larger systems begin to encounter memory capacity limitations. The 64 GB memory capacity of the XE6 nodes has allowed allatom molecular structures of as many as 116 million atoms to be loaded using a standard full-featured VMD compilation. Larger structures can be supported on both node types with VMD compilations that restrict the size of a few memory intensive data structures used to store bonds and certain other per-atom data in layouts that are optimized for traversal speed rather than memory efficiency.
Another reason for favoring VMD jobs that launch one MPI rank per node is to reduce MPI and VMD overheads that scale with the total number of MPI ranks. VMD startup and initialization times increase with the total number of MPI ranks, with observed average startup times ranging from a low of 14 seconds on 16 XE6 nodes, up to 68 seconds on 4096 XE6 nodes. While most HPC applications are built solely from precompiled and statically linked C, C++, or Fortran code, VMD also includes embedded Tcl and Python scripting interpreters and dynamically loaded shared library "plug-ins" that provide easy-to-use mechanisms for user extensibility. Scripting is the primary means by which users develop custom molecular modeling and analysis workflows. At startup, each VMD instance must load a few thousand lines of script code during initialization of the embedded scripting interpreters, followed by loading of 70 shared library plug-ins, which currently results in duplicated file I/O activity for each MPI rank. When running on the XK7 partition, using one MPI rank per node also avoids incurring potentially costly GPU context switch overheads that could otherwise occur if the GPU were shared by independent processes.
The only significant drawback to using a single MPI rank per node is that it makes VMD itself entirely responsible for effective use of all of the compute resources within a node, since most existing Tcl and Python scripts are written in a single-threaded fashion. VMD implements multithreaded and GPU-accelerated algorithms for the most computationally demanding analysis functions it implements, but there is currently a gap in that user-developed analysis scripts might not fully exploit the built-in routines that VMD provides, or due to a lack of a built-in function in VMD, single-threaded script code may be used for significant analysis computations. For cases where significant work is done by single-threaded user scripts and memory capacity constraints do not inhibit it, it may be necessary to run VMD with multiple MPI ranks per node despite the other considerations.
IV. DYNAMIC WORK SCHEDULING
The effective use of multi-core CPUs with one or more GPUs or other accelerators poses several challenges not encountered in conventional multi-core software development. GPUs require somewhat different parallel decomposition strategies and grain sizes than are typically employed for multi-core CPUs, and they are capable of overlapping host-GPU DMA operations with GPU kernel execution using asynchronous programming interfaces. Hybrid CPU-GPU systems can exhibit performance asymmetries resulting from variations in GPU capabilities and from Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) host memory architectures combined with PCI-express bus topologies [13] . Hybrid systems also require special treatment for error and exception handling. Popular multi-core programming toolkits often fail to address the heterogeneous computing challenges described above, making it necessary for advanced GPU-accelerated applications to incorporate their own GPU-aware dynamic work schedulers, error handling mechanisms, and related infrastructure.
VMD incorporates a dynamic work scheduler for hybrid computing platforms that include both multi-core CPUs and GPU accelerators such as the Cray XK7 compute node. VMD uses the GPU-aware scheduler to manage execution on a mixture of multi-core CPUs and GPUs with processor-specific work granularity, and among groups or hierarchies of cooperating MPI ranks. The new work scheduler implementation for Blue Waters makes use of lock-free scheduler data structures and atomic fetch-and-add machine instructions enabling it to be used within loops for fine-grain parallel decompositions that would have been too inefficient previously. The new scheduler allowed replacement of per-scanline thread barrier synchronizations with a more efficient custom-written synchronization scheme similar to a phaser [14] , improving scalability for VMD/Tachyon parallel rendering jobs, and enabling the potential application of the dynamic load balancer at pixelor pixel-group-level granularity with acceptable overhead for the first time. Tachyon performance tests were run on 8 XE6 nodes with 32 threads per node using an empty scene in order to measure parallel work scheduling and message passing overheads. The combination of atomic fetch-and-add with the new scanline synchronization scheme improved work scheduling performance by a factor of up to 1.3× over the previous implementation. The scheduler gracefully handles GPU errors by retrying, or by rescheduling failed work units on the CPUs, and it supports explicit mapping of CPU affinity to avoid exposure to deleterious performance asymmetries that can arise in NUMA compute node architectures.
V. PARALLEL I/O
High-performance I/O is critical for analysis of petascale simulation trajectories due to the data sizes involved. In a recent example, a single complete simulation of the allatom HIV-1 capsid (64M atoms) produced roughly 10 TB of trajectory data, and the full set of simulations performed during the project generated roughly 100 TB of trajectory data [1] . Since read operations on structure and trajectory files dominate the I/O required for VMD visualization and analysis tasks, we focused our efforts on evaluating read performance.
The adaptation of VMD for Blue Waters extends our previous work on high-performance trajectory file formats for out-of-core visualization and high performance analysis [15] . Our high performance MD trajectory format allows VMD to use virtual memory page-aligned zero-copy I/Os that bypass the OS kernel buffer cache for best performance, and to avoid undesirable memory consumption associated with filesystem buffer cache growth when analyzing large simulation trajectories. The current implementation of this approach achieves single-node trajectory read rates of up to 7.5 GB/sec to directattached SSD arrays on a PCIe 3.0 test system. The achieved 7.5 GB/sec I/O rate demonstrates that in principle, there are no significant bottlenecks within the low-level I/O implementation used in VMD that would present problems on a petascale computer. The peak achieved direct-attached SSD I/O rate is higher than we would expect to see for a single node in current petascale systems such as Blue Waters.
Each Blue Waters XIO (LNET) I/O node is connected to only a subset of the Lustre OSTs. Access to a particular Lustre stripe for a given file may require communication with distant I/O nodes, averaging roughly 19 hops away [11] . Blue Waters I/O performance varies depending on the distances from a compute node to its target I/O nodes and the degree of network contention present [12] . Since I/O traffic must compete with MPI messages and other traffic it can be difficult to achieve peak single-node I/O rates for an arbitrary file when the system is fully loaded with other jobs. At present, the only control over file stripe placement available to a user is specification of the Lustre OST containing the starting stripe. For large files striped over many OSTs, this is an inadequate degree of control to allow the user to influence I/O performance.
On Blue Waters, our approach has achieved single-node I/O rates up to 1.1 GB/sec reading from a single file from a single thread per node, with different nodes reading different trajectory files. In order to achieve peak parallel I/O performance on Blue Waters, it was necessary to spread trajectory data among hundreds of files to permit good I/O load balancing across all 1,440 Lustre Object Storage Targets (OSTs). This approach overcomes a current per-file Lustre OST striping limit of 160, thereby improving overall performance. Read performance of the optimized VMD trajectory format was measured on Blue Waters, with varying node counts and trajectory segment lengths for each reader. Table I lists the performance results obtained for different test cases and node counts, loading a large set of molecular structure files and molecular dynamics simulation trajectories. The I/O tests operated on a 1,681,697 atom membrane structure. Each of the test files were striped across the maximum number of Lustre OSTs allowed (160), and the system default stripe size of 1 MB was used for all files. The on-disk size of each trajectory time step was 19.3 MB.
VMD I/O performance tests using 512 XE6 nodes achieved up to 109 GB/sec. Runs on 512 XK7 nodes achieved up to 59 GB/sec. Both I/O rates are quite good considering that tests were performed on a fully-loaded production system, and the VMD I/O rate of 109 GB/sec represents 11% of peak I/O performance for the whole machine while using only 2% of the compute nodes. The performance disparity between the XE6 and XK7 runs is explained by the lack of I/O nodes in the XK7 partition of the initial production system. The XK7 nodes are particularly valuable for trajectory visualization and analysis, as described below. We expect the ongoing Blue Waters hardware upgrade that adds XIO (LNET) nodes to the XK7 partition to boost performance for VMD visualization runs, which benefit greatly from the XK7 nodes. Larger-scale VMD I/O tests conducted on the XE6 partition achieved a peak I/O rate of 275 GB/sec on an 8,192 node run, reading in a test data set of 154 TB in only 9.3 minutes. The performance results obtained for large node counts on the XE6 partition closely track the peak full-machine I/O rates scaled by the fraction of the nodes used in the VMD I/O test.
VI. TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS ACCELERATION
Over the past several years an increasing number of VMD trajectory analysis features have been adapted for GPU acceleration using CUDA [4] , beginning with those with the greatest computational complexity [9] , [16] - [19] . Over the past year the memory requirement of the QuickSurf [19] algorithm has been halved through GPU-specific data structure optimizations, and performance has increased by a factor of 1.3× to 2.0× for large molecular complexes such as HIV [1] .
The production Blue Waters XK7 compute nodes contain Tesla K20X accelerators based on the Kepler GPU architecture. The high performance of Kepler-based Tesla K20X GPUs relative to the Opteron CPUs in XK7 nodes initially resulted in CPU-bound performance for individual steps in the GPU-accelerated molecular surface determination [19] and electrostatics [16] algorithms in VMD. In the case of the electrostatics algorithm the performance of CPU-based spatial hashing, prolongation, and interpolation steps [16] limited the speedup of XK7 vs. XE6 nodes to 4.3×, marginally faster than the 4.15× speedup achieved by Fermi-based XK6 nodes in the Blue Waters Early Science System. We have begun to address VMD CPU performance bottlenecks with hand-written SSE and AVX vector intrinsics for performance-critical operations that are far too complex for compiler autovectorization, such as atom selection processing, achieving atom selection performance gains of 1.5× to 4× vs. the best compiler-generated code. We expect to eliminate remaining CPU bottlenecks by migrating more algorithm steps to the GPU.
Recently, GPU-accelerated algorithms have been developed for the bulk of the remaining VMD analysis functions, however many of the algorithms have linear time complexity and the cost of performing host-GPU DMA copies can potentially overwhelm the GPU speedup for a single calculation in isolation. Fortunately, molecular structure and trajectory analysis computations tend to require many of the same molecular data structures, providing an opportunity to amortize host-GPU DMA transfer costs over multiple analysis calculations through "batching" of groups of GPU computations that share significant data dependencies. We propose to change the VMD analysis scripting interfaces to allow automatic batching of GPU analysis computations that access common data, e.g. atomic coordinates, to better amortize host-GPU DMAs.
Many of the existing VMD analysis algorithms were designed to provide peak performance for large molecular complexes containing millions of atoms. These cases are indeed important for petascale analysis workloads, however another important scenario that has received less attention is the case where the same analysis computation is performed on a large number of small structures or on selections within a large molecular complex. Neither of the two existing solvent accessible surface area (SASA) algorithms in VMD were well suited to computing separate per-residue SASA, as needed by the TIMELINE analysis tool described below. The original CPU SASA implementation was single-threaded. The GPU SASA algorithm was extremely fast, but it was optimized for large structures [19] . To explore potential solutions to this class of problem that would be well matched to the needs of the TIMELINE tool, we developed a new multithreaded SASA implementation that computes SASA values for a list of user-defined atom selections. Since the work associated with computing SASA for each selection can vary considerably, the VMD dynamic load balancing infrastructure was used, achieving speedups of 14.5× compared to the original CPU algorithm when used within parallel TIMELINE runs on XE6 nodes described below. This approach has been shown to be an effective way to use multi-core CPUs or GPUs to perform large numbers of small analysis calculations that operate on subsets of the same underlying molecular data.
VII. TIMELINE TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
One of the key applications for parallel analysis technologies implemented in VMD is the so-called "TIMELINE" plug-in 2 [20] , which provides easy-to-use graphical and userextensible scripting interfaces for analysis tasks in large-size and long-timescale molecular dynamics simulation trajectories. Quick assessment and identification of events that take place throughout a simulation can be provided by a "wholetrajectory" view produced by performing analysis calculations (e.g. root-mean-square deviation, SASA, secondary structure) for each small component of the entire simulated structure, for every frame of the trajectory. The result is a plot of the calculated property against simulation time and structural component axes, which can greatly reduce the time a researcher needs to identify trajectory events. An example of such a plot produced by TIMELINE is shown in Figure 1 . TIMELINE calculations may be performed from among a set of built-in analysis methods or through user-defined algorithms. The zoomable 2D plot is interactively connected to the 3D molecular structure displayed in VMD: moving the cursor through a transition event apparent in the 2D view will show the corresponding structures, time steps, and motions in the 3D view. In the main 2D box-plot graph, users identify events by looking for patterns of changing values of the analyzed parameter. The user can visually identify regions of interest -for example, rapidly changing structure values, clusters of broken bonds, and differences between stable and non-stable values.
The original implementation of TIMELINE runs as a script within the embedded Tcl interpreter of a single VMD instance. The molecular structure and (usually much larger) simulation trajectory are loaded into memory, then the required (atom selections × trajectory frames) analysis calculations are performed. Many of the built-in TIMELINE analysis calculations proceed timestep-first, calculating the values at all trajectory time steps for a single selection at a time.
The computational demands made by TIMELINE's detailed analysis grow with system and trajectory size, making analysis of larger systems impractical to accomplish with a single compute node. We implemented a parallel version of TIMELINE, by calling parallel VMD primitives to perform the collective operations required for an example calculation, per-residue solvent-accessible surface area (SASA). The test case is a medium-sized biomolecular system, transcription termination factor Rho [21] , a hexameric helicase which unwinds hybrid RNA-DNA helices to help terminate transcription, modeled with a 360,000-atom, 16,000-frame trajectory.
In the new parallel version of TIMELINE version presented here, Tcl scripts are augmented with VMD parallel scripting primitives that manage and synchronize calculations by MPI ranks, with one MPI rank per node. The calculation begins by creating a list of the atom selections to perform analysis on. Each node draws from a set of tasks to process a small subset of the trajectory frames. All nodes participate in dynamic work scheduling of a procedure that performs the SASA calculations selection-first, finding SASA values for every member of the selection list for each trajectory frame in a task. The task grain size is chosen such that every node performs multiple tasks, which allows for benefits from dynamic load balancing: under- loaded nodes can be allocated more work, and nodes become de-synchronized resulting in less contention for common resources -here, accesses to parts of the 65 GB trajectory file striped across 160 Lustre OSTs. Earlier parallelization attempts showed slowdowns of many minutes when large-node-count jobs attempted simultaneous access to a complete trajectory file. After calculation work completes, the results are gathered to a single node for file output or display.
We first implemented parallel calculations running singlethreaded on each node, with each worker performing SASA calculations by looping over the long selection list -the 2,514 individual residues of interest in the system. The singlethreaded implementation displays almost perfectly linear scaling from 128 to 4096 nodes, with average efficiency fluctuating around 1.0 (the average 128-node runtime is assumed to represent a perfectly linearly scaling result). A set of 4096-node runs produced a 3477× average speedup compared to a projected single node running a single-threaded calculation. Superlinear average speedups were seen for node counts from 1536 to 3072, which might be due to smaller jobs experiencing greater network contention from non-TIMELINE jobs running at the same time.
TIMELINE selections in per-residue calculations are relatively small structures; each containing only the few dozen atoms of a protein residue, thus individual selections involve too few calculations to be efficiently parallelized. However, analysis of a combined list of such selections can be productively parallelized, as was done here using the special-case, multithreaded SASA calculation code discussed above, loadbalanced across multiple CPU cores. The code is optimized for just such a long selection list; strong-scaling performance results are shown in Figure 2 . Efficiency stays above 0.5 for up to about 2500 XE6 nodes; aberrantly slow I/O and resulting reduced performance was observed for the 1536-node test runs. Wallclock times for single-threaded and multithreaded calculations are compared in Figure 3 . A 13, 900× speedup was observed for a multithreaded run on 2048 XE6 nodes (65,536 cores) compared to the projected speed for a singlethreaded, single node run, reducing a projected 35-day wallclock-time job to under 4 minutes. Many nodes in larger node count runs spend a significant percentage of runtime waiting for all SASA tasks to complete, from less than 1% of runtime for 128 nodes growing to 10-15% for 4096-node jobs. Currently, the assigned tasks can vary in size by one trajectory frame; this leads to significant load imbalance at high node counts, when typical task sizes shrink to very few frames. The load imbalance can be addressed by assigning task sizes more evenly, by producing a decomposition that is finergrained than a full trajectory frame, and by assigning more, finer-grained work units to each node.
In future work, we plan to parallelize arbitrary user-written Tcl, Python, or C++ analysis procedures, allowing users to run existing serial analysis scripts in an environment that requires little optimization, only minor modifications and limited restrictions. Parallel speedups for user-defined analyses are expected to be roughly analagous to those achieved for SASA. We plan to extend the per-structure-component multithreading approach developed for SASA to other TIMELINE analyses. Lastly, TIMELINE will greatly benefit from the batching of shared-data GPU computations proposed above, which can provide much faster computation of multiple analyses methods for a trajectory, either on-demand or to provide immediate post-job detailed trajectory assessment.
VIII. PARALLEL MOLECULAR VISUALIZATION
VMD incorporates several techniques for high-performance high-quality molecular visualizations. In the batch mode environment of Blue Waters, the visualization features of VMD can be used to avoid transferring large simulation trajectories to remote sites and for visualizations or photorealistic movie rendering jobs that would otherwise take weeks or months.
The Blue Waters XK7 nodes contain Tesla K20X GPUs capable of hardware-accelerated OpenGL rasterization. VMD was modified to support rendering to so-called "off-screen" Pbuffer framebuffer memory, emulating windowed-OpenGL VMD rendering features and allowing transparent use by builtin VMD rendering and movie making tools. The main benefits of support for OpenGL rasterization are significant savings in per-node memory footprint for large structures, and greatly reduced cost in both node hours and wall-clock turnaround time for important exploratory visualization tasks. Detailed VMD surface rendering of the all-atom HIV-1 capsid structure [1] produced using an improved memory-optimized version of the GPU-accelerated QuickSurf surface algorithm [19] , and rendered with ambient occlusion lighting using the built-in Tachyon ray tracing engine [22] .
VMD incorporates the Tachyon parallel ray tracing engine for cases where high fidelity visualizations are required [22] . Tachyon supports multiple parallel processing approaches including shared memory multithreading with POSIX threads or OpenMP, distributed memory message passing with MPI, and hybrids of each. A Tachyon test case is a component of the SPECMPI 2007 benchmark suite. The tight internal integration of Tachyon into VMD allows rendering of shadows, ambient occlusion lighting, high-quality transparency, and depth-of-field effects that are poorly suited to the OpenGL shading pipeline, and it outperforms even the fastest external photorealistic rendering tools by virtue of direct access to the in-memory VMD molecular scene, thereby eliminating I/O that would otherwise cripple performance [23] . The large CPU core counts and memory capacities of Blue Waters compute nodes enable high quality renderings of molecular systems containing 10M to 100M atoms to be produced with rapid turnaround, reducing movie rendering times from two weeks to under an hour, comparing a 64-core workstation to 480 XE6 nodes (15,360 CPU cores) of Blue Waters.
The Tachyon engine in VMD is currently a CPU-based rendering code. In order to improve turnaround times for photorealistic rendering jobs in VMD/Tachyon, we have begun work on integrating OptiX, a CUDA-based GPU-accelerated ray tracing toolkit [24] . OptiX provides the fundamental machinery for GPU-accelerated ray tracing for incorporation into other packages like Tachyon and VMD. Early tests of OptiX ray tracing runs on the Blue Waters XK7 nodes have been successful. The performance gains obtained from OptiX depend on scene size, the geometry and lighting model used, and many other factors. We expect to achieve performance on the order of 2× to 5× that of XE6 VMD/Tachyon runs once the OptiX-based rendering code has been completed. VMD parallel movie rendering performance was evaluated on Blue Waters for a 1,079 frame movie of the all-atom HIV-1 capsid [1] using OpenGL rasterization, Tachyon ray tracing with antialiasing, shadows, and ambient occlusion lighting, and a combined mode where VMD rendered each frame twice, once using Tachyon, and again using OpenGL. Table II summarizes the performance results obtained for movie rendering tests with varying movie resolutions, rendering techniques, node types, and node counts. All tests used dynamic load balancing, which helped to ameliorate the impact of orderof-magnitude variations in per-frame geometric computation and rendering time throughout the movie.
The movie rendering runtime for each result in Table II is decomposed into three major components: script loading, state loading, and geometry and rendering. The script loading runtime measured the time spent loading the scripts associated with the parallel movie rendering process. We began timing the script loading operation when it became clear that the overhead associated with the disk I/O for script loading increased with size of the parallel job due to I/O contention. Since script files are small, we expect that reading the scripts on only one node and using MPI broadcast operations to transmit their contents to the other nodes will improve performance. The state loading runtime is the time required for VMD to load the molecular structure and trajectory data needed to render the movie, and the time required to perform the necessary geometry and graphics computations to restore the initial visualization configuration for the movie. The geometry and rendering component of the runtime is the time taken for computation of the molecular scene geometry and the subsequent rendering of each movie frame.
The "PowerPoint" test cases are representative of moderate resolution movie renderings that are typically used for research presentations. The "4K UltraHD" cases match the image resolution of next-generation digital television standards and approximate state-of-the-art digital cinema projection systems. A third test case measured only the non-rendering runtime components, highlighting the 15.3× performance gain provided by the XK7 Tesla K20X accelerators for molecular surface geometry computation, compared to the SSE-vectorized multi-core CPU algorithm on the 32-core XE6 nodes.
The results in Table II show that the runtime for movies rendered with hardware-accelerated OpenGL rasterization is dominated by I/O and geometry calculations, with rasterization time representing the minority of the overall runtime in all cases. Experience has shown that a key benefit of the availability of fast OpenGL rasterization is that it can be added as a second rendering pass to a photorealistic ray tracing job with negligible impact on overall movie rendering time. The low cost of an additional OpenGL rendering makes it an ideal way to provide a "failsafe" fall-back for photorealistic movie renderings that may produce unexpected or undesirable shadows or reflections during some movie segment. In such problematic cases, the OpenGL-based movie frames without shadows can often be inserted, replacing unusable ray traced images. The direct lighting equations used for the VMD OpenGL GLSL shaders and Tachyon rendering paths are nearly identical, yielding few visible differences between the two techniques for opaque molecular geometry without shadows.
The Tachyon results shown in Table II represent an approach that renders independent movie frames on each node. This approach provides good scalability for long movies on moderate node counts, but VMD becomes incapable of completely eliminating load imbalance for 512 node runs when there are only 1,079 movie frames to render, given the order-of-magnitude variation in per-frame rendering time that occurs in the HIV-1 movie. For rendering on much larger node counts it would be beneficial to progressively aggregate nodes into larger workgroups, using Tachyon's strong-scaling MPI parallelization to render frames collectively as individual nodes begin to run out of independent work. By the end of a movie, all nodes would collectively render each frame. We have implemented a prototype using MPI_Comm_split() to create multi-node Tachyon rendering workgroups, improving rendering efficiency on large node counts. Ongoing VMD development work aims to eliminate intra-workgroup duplication of I/O and geometry computations that preceed rendering, so that they do not become a bottleneck.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The parallel version of VMD on Blue Waters has demonstrated great potential for accelerating key simulation analysis and visualization tasks. The early performance results we have presented show that large scale parallel VMD analysis runs would benefit significantly from adjustment of parallel task grain size, and from development of VMD interfaces for broadcast and multicast of script code, molecular structures, and trajectory frames to other nodes thereby decreasing or eliminating redundant I/O operations and resulting contention on the Cray Gemini network fabric and XIO (LNET) I/O nodes. We expect to significantly improve the performance of movie renderings that use ray tracing and ambient occlusion lighting on the Cray XK7 nodes through the use of the OptiX GPU ray tracing toolkit.
